
                                                              

Department of Chemistry, Srinagar Campus 
HNB Garhwal University, Srinagar (Garhwal)  

Seventh Merit List 
(Session 2022-23) 

 
The seventh merit list for admission in M.Sc. first semester chemistry, session 2022-

23, at Srinagar- Chauras Campus is declared based on the CUET-2022 marks 

obtained by the candidates.  

1. The Merit List/admission is provisional subject to the fulfillment of eligibility 

and verification of relevant documents in support of eligibility and paying the 

fee from 23.12.2022 to 26.12.2022. 

2.  The candidates need to login the portal (https://hnbgucuet.samarth.edu.in) 

and do the needful by paying the fee by deadline (26.12.2022, 5.00 PM).  

3. After paying the fee the candidates are advised to download the admission form 

from the university website https://www.hnbgu.ac.in/admission-form 

and required to fill it completely and need to attach the copies of fee receipt, 

mark sheets of matriculation, 10+2, UG, CUCET Score Card, valid category 

certificates as per the GOI format), fresh non-creamy layer certificate (in case of 

OBC candidates as per the GOI, format), EWS certificate, NSS/NCC certificates 

if any, along with the original copies of transfer certificate, character certificate 

and migration certificate. 

4. Candidates need to come physically to the chemistry department, Chauras 

Campus, Srinagar (Garhwal) at this stage for document verification from 

27.12.2022 to 29.12.2022, (10:30 AM to 4.00 PM)  During the documents 

verification, the candidates are required to bring in original all the relevant 

documents including fee receipt, mark sheets of qualifying examinations, valid 

category certificates, fresh non-creamy layer certificate (in case of OBC 

candidates as per the GOI, format), EWS certificate, Matriculation, 10+2, UG, 

CUCET Score Card, NSS, NCC certificates if any and anti-ragging undertaking 

as given in the university prospectus. 

 

5. The admission of the candidate shall be cancelled if eligibility claimed by 

him/her is found to be false or wrong at any stage during or after the 

admission process.  

 

Convener, Admission Committee 

Srinagar Campus 
 

https://hnbgucuet.samarth.edu.in/
https://www.hnbgu.ac.in/admission-form
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 Srinagar Campus  

 Seventh Merit List  

     

   

S.No. 

FORM NUMBER NAME OF THE 

APPLICANT 

NAME OF FATHER CATEGORY TOTAL 

MARKS 

1.  HNBGUPGCT22003441 MANISHA CHAUHAN SURVEER SINGH 

CHAUHAN 

GENERAL 107 

2.  HNBGUPGCT22009807 ISHAN DHYANI KRISHAN 

BALLABH DHYANI 

GENERAL 

(Ex Service 

Man) 

77 

      

3.  HNBGUPGCT22018862 PRAGYA PANDEY URJESH JEE 

PANDEY 

EWS 76 

4.  HNBGUPGCT22009046 SHILPI SHILPI HARISH BANGWAL EWS 52 

    

  

Dr. Jitendra  

Coordinator M Sc I admission 2022  

Contact:  8630372879 

 


